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We prove the multiplicity of the second eigenvalue is at most two for a bounded smooth domain in R 2 , which sharped an earlier result of Cheng, S.Y. and generalized a result of Lin, CS.
Introduction.
We are concerned here with the eigenfunction of a domain fi which is the solution of the following problems where A = ^ + J^ is the Laplacian. Q, is a bounded smooth domain in i? 2 , and A is the corresponding eigenvalue. Here ft is smooth domain means that dCl can be parameterized as a smooth function. Let A2, </>2 be the second eigenvalue and eigenfunction. It is well known that ^2 changes sign in Q. we know that the multiplicity of A2 is exactly two when the domain Q is a disk and the corresponding eigenfunction can be written explicitly by Bessel functions. In [3] , Cheng's arguments can be carried over to show that the multiplicity of the second eigenvalue of (1.1) is at most three. Later Lin in [5] sharpened his result by showing that the multiplicity is at most two provided tt is convex. We will prove that the multiplicity of the second eigenvalue is at most two for any smooth domain. This problem is closely related to the nodal line conjecture. Let iV(</>2) be the closure of {(x,y) G n\(f)2(x,y) = 0} which is called the nodal line of (foIt is easy to see that Nfa) is a regular curve at the point where | V ^21 7^ 0. In fact, the singular set 5 = {(x,y) G ft|</>20r,y) = 0 and y 02 = 0} is 273 composed of finite points in our case.(see Cheng [3] ) Therefore N((/)2) is regular except at finite points. The nodal line conjecture states that N^) can not be a closed curve. There are many works on this problem in the former literatures. Recently, Melas [8] proved the conjecture provided ft is a convex domain. In the following, we will see that theorem 1.1 is a corollary of the nodal line conjecture in some case.
In this paper, we use an idea of "domain variation" which the author believe to be new in this field. When Q, is convex in one direction, theorem 1.1 can be obtained easily, because we can regard domain translations as a special variation in this case. In general, we consider a local variation of the domain and compare the two second eigenfunctions. Finally we prove the theorem by contradictions. Acknowledgement. The author thanks Prof. Ding W. Y. for many valuable discussions on this problem. He also thanks ICTP for the hospitability while he is visiting there and writing this paper.
Preliminary Lemmas.
In this section we present several basic lemmas. Although they have been proved before, we include their proof here for convenience of the reader. If tp is a solution of (1.1), by Taylor expansion at origin we know that
where the first two leading terms are harmonic polynomials. We call (/) is first order vanishing at point p, if 0(p) = 0 and second order vanishing at p, if ^(p) = 0, V0(P) -0-The following lemma is essentially contained in [3] . As we mentioned before, we have a shorter proof of theorem 1.1 in this case. And the idea of "domain variation" is developed from this proof.
Proof. Suppose the multiplicity of A2 is three. And we may assume that Q, is convex in x-direction. Prom remark 2.6, we know that there exists a second eigenfunction (/> such that the nodal line of (/) is closed. Now, we consider (f> x which is the derivative of (f> in x-direction, it satisfies (2.12) A^. + A2&: = 0.
Let p,q be the maximum and minimum points in y-direction on the boundary. Then </> x is nonpositive on one part of pq and nonnegative on the other of pq. And (j) x is not identically zero on the boundary. Let if) be the second eigenfunction whose nodal line intersects the boundary at p,q. In the case of simply connected domain N(ip) intersects the boundary at exactly two points p,q. Then by compare (2.12) with (1.1), we have
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This is impossible, because ^ and -^ change sign simultaneously at points
Finally we should mention that theorem 1.1 is a corollary of nodal line conjecture provided ft is simply connected domain. That is, if the nodal line conjecture is true, then our theorem is also true in a simply connected domain. This can be seen easily from remark 2.6.
Domain Variations.
In this section, we sometime denote ft by fio-Let Ctt be a variation of CIQ for some small t . That is, dftt as t varying, is a smooth curve continuously depends on t and \imt->od£tt = dilo-Throughout this section we always assume the multiplicity of A2(£io) is three. And sometimes A2(fio) is written as A2; A2(ft*) as A2(t).
In this paper we are only interested in the domain variation where the second eigenvalue remains unchanged. This is possible because of the monotonicity and continuity of eigenvalues. Now, we consider a special kind of domain variations. Suppose the origin of the coordinate is at p € dQ., x-direction is in the tangent direction and y-direction is in the interior normal direction. Let F be the part of boundary which can be written as
And let
where /3(t) > 0, a(t) > 0 are to be determined for 0 < t < S.
We consider the domain variation where T is replaced by Tj and F^. And at present, we assume a(i),/3(i) are chosen so that \2{t) = A2. Moreover
Suppose Xi(t) < A2(t) < Xsit) < X^t) be the first four eigenvalues of titLet (f)i (£), ^2(^)7 03 W? 04 {t) b e the corresponding orthogonal eigenfunctions. That is
where (f)i(t) is a function of (x^) and t is the parameter. Since we assumed that the multiplicity of OQ is three, then
We may assume for convenience that as t -> 0
otherwise we choose a sequence oft, since our proof is still true for a sequence of {t n } with t n -* 0.
Lemma 3.1. The nodal line N((f)2{t)) intersects the boundary at Ft exactly twice with the second order intersection or once with the third order intersection for small t.
Here the second order intersection means that the intersection point is a second order vanishing point.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradictions.
First suppose the nodal line N^it)) does not intersect Ft at all. Let q be a point on the boundary which is not in Tt and connected in dQ,t with the origin p. Now, consider domain £2o> through points p,q by lemma 2.3, we know that there exists a second eigenfunction (j) such that iV(</>) intersects dft at points p,q. Moreover, by Courant nodal domain theorem, we know that g^ is positive on one of pq and negative on the other pq. In particular, f£ has different signs on T 1 and T 2 . And JJ on T 2 and 0 on T] have the same sign as t sufficiently small.
Since <f) satisfies (1.1) and fait) satisfies
lfc(t)|an,=0.
We can deduce from (1.1) and (3.10)
But (f>2(t) on T 2 on and -^p-on T} have different sign here. Then as t small (3.12) is impossible. Now, suppose N((l)2{t)) intersects Ft only once with a second order intersection. We may assume this intersection point is pt-If pt is in F 2 , we assume as t sufficiently small, N^it)) intersects T at p^ and exactly once with the second order intersection. Otherwise 02 the limitation of foit) would have at least fourth order vanishing at p which is impossible.
Again we consider the domain QQ-By lemma 2.3 and remark 2.4, we know that there exists an eigenfunction 0, such that N((f>) intersects the boundary of Q at points p, pt or p, p£ in the second case. Since ^ has different signs on F 1 and F 2 , then N(<f>) does not intersect F^ as t sufficiently small. Compare (1.1) with (3.10) we can also obtain (3.12). In this case, we can deduce also, by our choice of 0 that cftd^w on pi anc j ^(^^ on p2 have different signs. We again reach a contradiction.
Corollary 3.2. The multiplicity of\2(t) on the domain tit is one.
Proof. Suppose the multiplicity of A2(t) on fit is not one. Let 02(*) 5 feit) be orthogonal eigenfunctions corresponding to A2(t). Let q be the point as in the proof of lemma 3.1. We can find a linear combination of fait) and ^3(^)5 such that the nodal line of it intersects the boundary at point q. Then by remark 2.2, we know that its nodal line intersects Tt at most once and with a second order intersection. This contradicts lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. The nodai iine Nfait)) can not intersect dftt at point p.
The proof is similar to that of lemma 3.1.
Remark 3.4. The second eigenfunction </>2 which is the limitation of fait) has a third order vanishing at point p. And the fa is actually unique. This can be seen easily from remark 2.5.
Now we turn to study the properties of fa and fa.
Lemma 3.5. The nodal line N(fa) intersects the boundary at point p.
Moreover it is a second order intersection.
Proof. Suppose that N(fa) does not intersect the boundary at point p. For t sufficiently small neither does N(fa(t)). And we may assume fa(t) near point p in tit is positive, -^-(t^p) < 0. We choose a constant k = k(t) > 0, such that 
Now if jffi(fa{t) -k(t)fa(t)) >

We know (/> is also an eigenfunction corresponding to A2 and iV(^) does not intersect dtt near point p as t small. Now we compare (/) with ^4 (t) -k(t)(f)s(t)
, as in the proof of lemma 3.1, we have
which leads to a contradiction as t sufficiently small. Remark 3.6. The ^3 which is the limitation of feit) is unique. Since it has a second vanishing order at p and are orthogonal with $2 which has a third vanishing order at p. So ^3 must be unique. And therefore ^4 which is the limitation of ^(t) is also unique. The vanishing order of ^4 at p is one.
Since 02? 03? 04 are unique, then lim^o 02 W = 02, limt-xj&W =03, limt_>o04(*) = 04-We actually do not need to take a sequence in the above proof.
In the following, we let 0(£,p) be the value of 0(£) at point p.
Lemma 3.6. Assume a(t) = 0(t 5 ) and /3(t) = 0(t 5 ) as t -» 0 in the domain variation, then as t
Proof. By lemma 3.1, we know that there exist pi,P2 G Ft and pi,P2 6 N{<j> 2 (t)). Then 
>-
In fact, (3.31) is true for all points of iy For the proof of (3.23), we observe that (3.32) V^2(*,Pi) = V^2(*,P2)=0 > together with (3.31) for some q on Ft we obtain the proof.
Proof of the Theorem.
In this section, we use the same notations as in section 3. We first specify the function a(£), (3(t) which given in (3.2) and (3.3).
Let Po(t) = t m and ao(t,m) be chosen so that \2{t) = A2. This is possible as we mentioned before. Notice that for each 1 > t > 0, ao(£,ra) is a monotone decreasing function of m, and Choose m = m(t) be a smooth function for small t, and
1° p(t) = t m ® = 0(t 5 ) as t -> 0, 2° a(t) = ao{t,m(t)) < t 5 for t small.
It is easy to check that domain fit is uniformly <7 4 . And then as t -> 0
Mtf-tfo in c 3 {n t nn).
Now we give the following lemmas. f-
x,l(x)+P(t)h(--) ^i { x,l(x))h(-^)m + 0(t 5 ) L(x)dx, where L(x) = y/1 + {l f (x) + I3(t)/th'(-j))
2 . For convenience we assume b = 1 in the following.
By Taylor expansion at the origin in I\, we have where we used the fact that for t > 0, the vanishing order of 02(*) is finite at p. (see Melas [8] ). And the first two terms are harmonic polynomials. All ai(t) are continuous functions. If fait) has a third order vanishing at p, by remark 2.5 we know a^t) is not zero. Recall (3.27), we can deduce
02(0 = ao(t)y + ai(t)xy
Similarly we can deduce for 0 < x < t 
where ao(i) = 0(t 2 ), ai(t) = 0(t) and 03(t) -> 5^^(p) 7^ 0, because of lemma 3.8.
Again on F 2 we can deduce (4.14) Set 64 = / 0 s l h{s)ds, i = 0,1,2,3,4. We can deduce from (4.20)
Since x, y, z axe not all zero, then the determinant of the coefficient is zero. We have
A simple calculation shows that Proof. Suppose limt-^o jrfi = ko, ko is a, solution of (4.24). We will use the fact that A2 < ^sit) < ^4(t) to rule out this possibility. Now compare ^(t) with ^4, we have Proof. We only need to show (4.39), the remains can be proved similarly. Put Consider I^L^IL 00 ? we know that w also satisfies (1.1) and w ^ 0. Merest over, w is orthogonal to </>2> </>3, ^4, which contradicts the fact that the multiplicity of A2 is at most three. Therefore we proved (4.39). where cs(t)^ c^t) are given in (4.39) and c^(t) = 0(t 2 ), cs(t) = 0(t).
= t(a(t) -0{t))y±(p)?j£{t,p) j^ h( S )d S + 0(a(t)t 2 ).
In the following, we will rule out case (ii). Therefore (4.57) C2(*)C2(*) + C3(t)e3(t) + C4(t)e4(*) = o{t 5 ).
Then from remark 4.5, lemma 3.8 and lemma 4.6, we deduce ca(t)c3(*) = 0(* 2 ), 
